
“A thousand employees cheered for more!”

“De’Anna rocked the stage with her talk!”

Change your Mind, 
Change Your Work-Day

“The Hypnosis she did for our executive leadership team was
impactful and her visualization techniques were powerful. 

She really helped us set the tone for our meeting.” 

Laurie Miller, Executive Vice President
Alliance Health Care

De’Anna Nunez, the Breakthrough Hypnotist is your edutaining, 
interactive Keynote Speaker, Trainer, and Author specializing in 
retraining your thoughts, feelings and actions so you can effectively 
stop anxiety and start enjoying better days at work and in life. 

Her Niche 

“We laughed, learned and
experienced the power of the mind.” 
–Aflac Corporate Meeting Minnesota

D e An n a N u n e z . c o m

“She fills the room with energy and has a gift connecting with people.”

Powerful Hypnosis relevant to healthy 
workplace and communication

“You will only be as 
healthy as your mind 

will allow.”

The Hypnotist of Choice for the U.S. Marines
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DeAnnaNunez.com

“De’Anna’s Keynote 
was dynamic and 
enjoyed by all.”

-US Forestry Dept.

De'Anna Nunez is an overcomer at heart who’s spoken on 1,000 
stages to over 500,000 audience members, hypnotizing over 10,000 
people. She’s an energetic storyteller on a quest to help humans 
get out of their own way and illuminate their talents, skillsets 
and natural abilities so they can live healthy and succeed in life 
and business. She’s a 100X Marathoner, Mom and twenty-four year
business owner that’s learned the incredible value of courage to 
overcome life’s obstacles. 

SIGNATURE KEYNOTES
The 3 Minute Transformation Change Your Mind, Change Your Work Day
In this experiential talk De’Anna teaches powerful mindfulness and self Hypnosis 
techniques proven to increase focus, spark wellness and uplevel your joy. 

Tap IN SuperCharge Your Thoughts, Feelings and Actions
In De’Anna’s signature style, she delivers an interactive, high-energy experience 
where learners have fun taking command of their inner mind to create increased 
confidence, rapid attitude changes and greater belief in their product, service and life.

Self Leadership Never Get Triggered by a Boss or Colleague Again
De’Anna teaches emotional awareness through story-telling and an interactive 
experience where learners choose empowered emotions for greater connection and 
communication. 
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